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There is no need to introduce armitage, if you are related to the world of penetration testing so you have an idea about armitage and if you are new to the world of ethical hacking than click here to learn about Armitage and click here for Metasploit.

Backtrack 5 is on fire now after installation backtrack 5, you need to setup armitage to perform a effective pen testing, if you are using some older version of backtrack and if you are using other Linux distro like ubuntu than click here to learn how to install armitage.

You dont need to install armitage on backtrack5 because it is available on backtrack5, just follow the steps to run armitage on bt5.

**Requirement**

- Backtrack 5 (Click here to learn)
- Java
- Metasploit
- MySQL

All the requirement is available on backtrack5, so you need not to worry about it.

- Open your backtrack and click on Application --> backtrack --> Exploitation tools --> Network exploitation tools --> Metasploit framework --> Armitage

• On the next windows click on connect to start armitage, if it is your first time it may take some time to start armitage.

• Now you will see the window of armitage, now your armitage is ready to use, if you dont know how to use it then you have to wait of or next article in which we will surely teach you how to use armitage by different variance.
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Note: If you want to learn more about Linux and Windows based Penetration testing, you might want to subscribe our RSS feed and Email Subscription or become our Facebook fan! You will get all the latest updates at both the places.
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Bubblegum

hi there, when is the next article coming about armitage just cant wait..
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Ethereal, Ethical Hacking is a blog where you can learn IT security with tips ...

Armitage tutorial will be coming by the week but before it i have decided to share a tutorial about fast track hacking....it will amazing....
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Sorry to say bro but no personal contact..
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Fear_love2001

hello bro im Ali from spain can u give me your massanger i need your help crack wap or wap2
thanks
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RayanCHFI

okay thank you >
but how to attack with armitage same Network>>>
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we will publish next article on it soon....
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The contents of this post is wrong, the user should click Start MSF not connect. Connect expects that Metasploit's RPC daemon is already running. Start MSF starts Metasploit and connects to it.
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